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Abstract 
The study is aimed at the intricate communicative nature of the Russian pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we). The author applies 
complex approach combining linguistic introspection and psycholinguistic experiment (association experiment) and reveals the 
image of pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) evoked in the minds of native speakers when they use the pronoun is isolation and in 
self-created contexts. The most and least frequent experiment responses as well as contexts created are compared and evaluated.   
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1. Introduction 
Theoretically, the study is based on the definition of pronouns as “words, incorporating generalized, global 
concepts, describing material and spiritual word of a human being and generating such semantic domains which 
attract linguistic means of various levels, distributed among general and particular semantic categories (Shvedova, 
1998). 
Previous research done on language development proves that children acquire pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we)   
easily at an early stage of their development, which can be explained by the fact that children don’t need any prime 
acquisition of deixis. Pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we), being initiated by a grown-up, create a sense of joint activity 
i.e. the spheres of a speaker and an addressee are consciously mixed; pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) is characterized 
by inclusive semantics when it is used in speech with children (ibid).   
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In communication between grown-ups, pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) reflects speaker’s vision of a «one-piece» 
object which is preceded by a joint action or a common feature. Joint action semantics or feature quality is a strong 
factor for the Russian pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we)   regarding the results of typological experimental studies 
(Glybin, 2001). Due to this peculiarity pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we)  is a pragmatically loaded sign in the 
situations where the opposition “we – they” is actualized, which is a characteristic feature of political 
communication (Maitland & Wilson, 1987; Frolova, 2012).  
It seems the latter is true for the texts of argumentative type. Thus, the analysis of the texts of scientific 
discussion (Ivanov, 2003) reveals a wide range of «russ. my» (eng. we)  references, starting with one speaker up to 
a so-called “generalized subject” defined as a group of people united on the basis of one shared (contextual) 
feature. Pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we)  implies involvement into some activity and by using it a speaker makes 
subjective conclusions sound more objective (ibid).  
The Russian pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we), being contextually biased, does not usually require any additional 
specification in a narrow context. Pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we), as well as «russ. nashi» (eng. our) is actualized in 
the situations of group confrontation, for example, My (nashi) vyigrali, (lit. We (our) won), etc., in this case an 
action performed (e.g. cheering (sport.)) is perceived as an integral part of a game. Cf. Etu voynu my (*nashi) 
vyigrali  (lit. This war we (our) won) where the action is not divided into any parts within one more general 
activity and maximum involvement is expressed.  
The described referential aspect of pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) can be often found in the Internet-comments 
on the news texts. Participants of such communication very often initiate a debate where pronoun «russ. my» (eng. 
we) is used reasonably, though, apparently, in most cases, unintentionally. Pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we)  is used 
regularly in cases a commenter needs to be convincing.  It should be noted that the reasons for a conflict to take 
place in a situation with no evident conflict agents (e.g. invective), can be an interesting subject for further study. 
2. Material and methods  
Complex approach combining linguistic introspection and psycholinguistic experiment (association experiment) 
is applied in this research to study such an intricate sign as the Russian pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we).  
Association meaning (or “cognitive image” according to the Moscow psycholinguistic school) is minimum 
reflexive; this condition is determined by the experiment procedure: participants are asked to provide a prompt 
response-association to a target word (stimulus). The study of association among other methods allows “getting 
information on psychological equivalents of “semantic fields” and reveals word semantic links present objectively 
in native speaker mentality. Besides, such method helps «make inferences about word collocation “rules” and 
speech syntagmatic rule.  Notably, word distribution regularities in a free association experiment and probability of 
their occurrence in speech is extremely high» (ibid).  However, a word being presented in isolation eliminates  
context bias; in other words, a participant chooses the context independently in time limited conditions.  
The data of the associative experiment, actualizing the image of pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we)  and the results 
of  a linguistic analysis of the comment-texts on the Internet-news may be complementary while studying 1)   
structure and content of «russ. my» (eng. we)  image in the minds of contemporary Russian native-speakers,  2) 
trends of «russ. my» (eng. we) occurrence (especially when it substitutes specific nomination) in the comment-
texts 3) peculiarities of  «russ. my» (eng. we) references which are recurrent both in  texts and in participants’ 
responses.  
519 responses to a target word «russ. my» (eng. we)  (Ufimzeva, 2011), 440 context use cases of «russ. my» 
(eng. we)  and 137 cases of possessive case  for «russ.  nash (eng. our) in various case and number (for our) forms 
were analyzed.  
3. Results 
Table 1 below presents groups of responses (> 2 % frequency) to stimulus «russ. my» (eng. we). 
 Table 1. Responses (> 2 % frequency) to stimulus «russ. my» (eng. we) (data taken from the Russian Associative Dictionary-2) 
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Stimulus Groups Responses 
 
Frequency  
(%) 
Russ. MY 
(eng. we) 
1 vmeste (together), vse (all), edinstvo (unity), ediny (united), zeloe (whole) 24,08 
 2 lyudi  (people) 12,7 
 3 druz'ya (friends), druzhba(friendship) 8,29 
 4 oni (they), ya (I), my (we), ty (you), vy (you), nas (us) 7,90 
 5 gruppa (group), obschestvo (socierty), kollektiv(collective), kompaniya 
(company), komanda (team)  
4,62 
 6 sem'ya (family), brat'ya (brothers) 4,24 
 7 studenty (students) , kursanty (military students) 3,47 
 8 sila (strength), sil'nye(strong), nepobedimye (unbreakable) 2,50 
 9 luchshie (the best), luchshe (better), molodzy (fine fellows), umnye(clever) 1,93 
 10 naziya (nation), strana(country), Rossiya(Russia), rossiyane (the Russians) 1,54 
 11 zdes' (here), s toboy(with you) 1,54 
 12 rady (glad), schastlivy(happy), zhivy (alive), lyubim (in love) 1,54 
 13 mnogo (many) 1,16 
 14 vdvoem ( two together), dvoe (two), ya i ty (you and me) 0,96 
 15 idem (let’s go) 0,77 
 16 Zamyatin  0,77 
 
Thus, the most frequent responses to  «russ. my» (eng. we)  stimulus are responses with the meaning of holism 
and unity (1); unity of personalities ( based on their joint activity) (5); «person» (2, 4, 7); friend, family, ethnic 
group relations (3, 6, 10); strength (8), evaluation (mostly positive) (9); proximity (11); condition (mostly positive) 
(12); big amount (13). Less than 1% of  the words indicate small amount (14), movement (15) and precedent text, 
naming the author of the same name novel (16). 
Illustrative examples of the characteristic «russ. my» (eng. we) references are presented below (with original 
spelling and punctuation). Russian context are presented in transliteration and accompanied by a literal translation to 
retain the structure of the Russian sentences: 
 We – the Russians and Russian citizens (variant – we have in Russia ) 
My – russkie ili grazhdane Rossii (variant – u nas, v Rossii):  
(1) Mne lichno takoy «total'nyy diktant» ne nuzhen. My, russkie, sami razberemsya. 
Lit. Me personally such «total dictation» no need. We, the Russians, ourselves, figure this out.  
(2) Esli u nas v Rossii vvesti takie zhe sankzii za dachu zavedomo lozhnych pokazaniy na  
sledstvii i v sude, to ochen' mnogie problemy s dokazyvaniem viny prestupnikov  
byli by resheny. 
Lit. If we in Russia introduce the same sanctions for misleading information during investigation 
in court, then very many problems with the process of proving the guilt of the criminals would be 
solved. 
The examples above are dominant for all context use cases of «russ. my» (eng. we); they are characterized by 
double nomination with specification of pronoun prepositional  meaning. The structure with locative meaning is also 
possible. Typicality of such examples can be explained by political and social orientation of the news texts.   
 We –  the provincial vs. moscovites: 
 My – provinzialy vs moskvichi: 
(3) V Kazani vse chorosho. U nas proshla Universiada na vysshem urovne i ne nado nam  
ukazyvat', luchshe vam so svoimi samozvanzami razobratsya.  
Lit. In Kazan everything is good. We conducted Universidad on a high level and don’t tell us 
what to do, you’d better solve the problems with your own imposters. 
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The model with locative specification is actualized: «russ. my» (eng. we) used  without locative  specification 
may cause comprehension conflict.  This model is typical for conflict dialog-texts, occurring between commenters 
exchanging information.    
 We – common people: 
 My – «prostoy» narod: 
(4) My tozhe dolzhny pomogat' drug drugu. Ibo moskovskaya liberal'no-postmodernovaya  
tusovka – eto ne Rossiya i ne russkie. Svoyu kul'turu, svyataya svyatych, nuzhno sozdavat'  
samim.  
Lit. We also must help each other. Moscow liberal-postmodern in-crowd – is not Russia and 
not the Russians. His own culture, sanctuary, one should create himself.  
In such texts the conflict between participants of communication and representatives of the social elite defined by 
their proximity to government structures and resources, etc. is actualized.  
 We – generation (often – having lived in USSR) 
 My – pokolenie (chasche vsego – zhivshee pri SSSR): 
 (5) My prekrasno delali rakety, tanki, linzy, podshipniki, stanki, ledokoly i kucha  
esche chego. No ne umeli naladit' proizvodstvo normal'nych kofemolok, postoyanno  
lomalis'.    
Lit. We were good at making rockets, tanks, lenses, bearings, machinery, ice-breakers and 
many others. But could not set up production of decent coffee grinders, they constantly broke 
down. 
The reference above occurs, as a rule, in cases when generation conflict is expressed or can be regarded as the 
variant of  My – russkie (We –  the Russians )model. 
 We – humanity (people): 
 My – chelovechestvo (lyudi):  
(6)  …Menya nikto ne pereubedit, chto my zhivem nakanune grandioznogo termoyadernogo  
razgroma. 
Lit.  Me no one can persuade that we live on the eve of a grand hydrogen disaster. 
Generalized expression «russ. my» (eng. we) is used to appeal to humankind problems.  Such texts are not of 
conflict nature and the meaning of «russ. my» (eng. we) is practically never specified with explicit nomination.  
 We – participants of discussion: 
 My – uchastniki obsuzhdeniya: 
 (7) Kazhetsya dialog u nas ne udalsya s toboy. 
Lit. It seems dialog we did not succeed in with you. 
Possessive case of nashi (sub) is used to specify the reference, usually the model nashi + N  is used both with  
negative and positive characteristic of a referent: 
(8) Gastarbaytery tak mily nashim chinovnikam i biznesmenam, chto oni dazhe i ne  
zadumyvayutsya, chto budet so stranoy cherez neskol'ko let.  
Lit. Migrant workers are so appealing to our officials that they even don’t think about what 
might happen with the country in several years. 
(9) On (inostrannyy politik. – O. B.) i ne stoil dazhe pylinki na levom botinke nashego  bomzha, 
ne govorya o pravom.  
Lit. He (a foreign polotition. – O.V.) does not deserve even dust on the left shoe of our bum, not 
to mention the right one. 
4. Conclusion  
«Global meaning» of pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) may be specified in accordance with the addressee’s 
intentions. Pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) being presented in isolation during the experiment actualizes concept of 
unity in general or people united and seen as a unity on the basis of a shared feature. Other characteristics of the 
stimulus groups obtained are not frequent, however, can be found in argumentative texts. These are such 
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characteristics as strength (words with surmount and capability semantics), object localization (proximity) and 
positive evaluation in general. 
The speaker’s preference to use pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) in on-line comments instead of a concrete 
nomination (e.g. russkie (the Russians)) can be found in the following cases: 1) in (quasi) stereotype constructions 
appealing to indisputable truth of humankind, 2) expressing solidarity with interlocutor for the purpose of 
convincing him, 3) expressing solidarity with a group, which the opponent does not belong to in order to escalate 
«svoi - chuzhie» opposition ( lit. ours – strangers’). All the cases presented are typical for highly emotional speech. 
The reasons for the obtained representations are rooted not in the desire of a speaker to avoid repetitions: authors 
of such texts are not concerned with text editing and try to control only strategic level of the content.  The author 
prefers to use pronoun «russ. my» (eng. we) rather than  concrete nomination in case of the author’s high 
involvement into the problem discussed. 
The «we» image is also frequent when a speaker refers to historical facts and heroic past of Russia. 
Argumentation of such kind appeals to the facts which are indisputably accepted by the native Russians.  
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